
YouTube Bans all Content that Questions the
Safety or Effectiveness of Vaccines

written by GEG | October 3, 2021

Despite evidence showing autism is linked to vaccines, Matt Halprin, the global head of
trust and safety at YouTube, said, “The ban will include any media that claims vaccines
are dangerous or lead to chronic health outcomes such as autism.” Videos by Robert
Kennedy Jr Dr. Joseph Mercola have been removed.

President Trump Signs Executive Order
Against Censorship By Big Tech
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Trump’s executive order can be reversed by his successor when he leaves office,
therefore, Congress should pass a law against censorship. But it won’t because
politicians accept generous campaign contributions from big tech.

YouTube Partners with Government to Censor
Videos with Dissenting Views on COVID and
Lockdown
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YouTube, Vimeo, and other Big Tech companies are no longer operating as private
business. They are working closely with government agencies to orchestrate a systematic
censorship of videos that express views not approved by those agencies.

YouTube Censorship Used to Defend the
Powerful at the Expense of Those Who Are
Marginalized
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Intercept journalist Glenn Greenwald explained that journalists themselves are the major
force behind censoring free speech because they have demanded that certain voices be
removed from the internet.

PayPal Bans BitChute, the Free Speech
Competitor to Youtube, Illustrating How Tech
Giants Keep Their Monopolies
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PayPal banned pro-free speech video platform BitChute, a Youtube competitor, preventing
it from receiving payments. The tech giants share the same politicized agenda and
protect each other from competition. This is the hallmark of a cartel.

Lawmakers Receiving Campaign Donations Are
Silent on Google Censorship
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The criteria for Youtube censorship includes “controversial religious or supremacist
content”, and “controversial and inflammatory content”, which is totally subjective. 
Youtube makes the call, and they are biased and political.  The Southern Poverty Law
Center, an extremist group known for inciting hatred and division, acts as a trusted
flagger of video content.  Republicans defend Google against anti-trust issues because
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Google funds campaigns, the media and NGOs.

Female Bodybuilder and Vegan Opened Fire at
Youtube HQ, Angry over Demonetization
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Nasim Aghdam, 39, an Iranian-Turk, committed suicide after shooting one man and two
women at YouTube’s headquarters in California. She used a legally purchased and
registered handgun. She was angry that Youtube had demonetized her videos and was
lowering her view-count numbers. Aghdam’s father and brother warned police that she
hated YouTube and might go there to do harm – but the police did nothing about the
warnings.

YouTube Will Counter Alternative Media by
Adding a Wikipedia Box to Videos that Are
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Deemed a “Conspiracy”
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YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki is planning to add a Wikipedia information box to every video
that is focused around what YouTube considers to be a conspiracy theory. The goal is to
counter the information with ‘reliable’ information. Jimmy Wales, the founder of
Wikipedia, and his army of liberal colleagues, will determine what is truth and they
will label anything that strays from the approved narrative as fake or a conspiracy
theory.

YouTube Vows to Purge Harmful Content Aimed
at Children
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Google-owned YouTube, which has been under fire for allowing kids programming to get out
of control with violent and exploitative content, finally responded to public
indignation and promises to implement filters to block violence and adult-themed
material from videos targeting children and families – no date given for this move,
however. YouTube did shut down the notorious Toy Freaks channel that had ten million
subscribers. It features a father who played pranks on his daughters, which many people
saw as the legitimization of abuse. There are many cartoon producers creating violent
and sexually suggestive content aimed at children apparently for the sole purpose of
traumatizing them and creating social attitudes that reject traditional values.

Dennis Prager Suing Google and YouTube on
Allegations of Censorship
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PragerU claims it gets more than 30 million views a day on YouTube, making it so
elemental to free speech that it should be treated as a public forum, and adhere to laws
governing free speech, instead of its own discretion.

NY Times Editor Brags about Colluding with
Youtube to Push a Political Agenda
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NY Times editor Nicholas Dudich said that Youtube’s gatekeepers give preference to NY
Times content.

Youtube Increases Censorship After Las Vegas
Conspiracy Video Goes Viral
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This is yet one more step by the ruling elite to insure that nothing can challenge the
narrative disseminated by mainstream media.
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